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Chapter 6

Studying the dynamics of

affect through

vector-autoregressive

Bayesian dynamic models

Abstract

Affect research often focuses on studying various elementary features of the individual

dynamics of positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA). The features studied are

typically quantified separately, hampering the study of their mutual relations. In this

chapter we consider six elementary affect features to characterize the dynamics of PA and

NA: within person and innovation variability, inertia, cross-lag regression, intensity and

the co-occurrence of affect. To facilitate the study of these features, we propose to use

a vector autoregressive Bayesian dynamic model. This model encompasses parameters

that quantify the six affect features of multiple individuals at once. The model can be

applied to data typically encountered in dynamic affect research, i.e., bivariate, relatively

short time series of multiple individuals, even in the presence of missing time points.

Furthermore, the model allows for the inclusion of external variables. We illustrate the

usefulness of the model with an empirical example using relatively short time series (53

to 71 measurements) of bivariate affect data for 12 individuals. We compare three models

to find whether a weekly cycle is present in the data and whether there is autoregression

present in the white noise. We compare the models with regard to the white noise,

the innovation noise and a log-likelihood criterion. The model estimates provide insight

into the individual dynamics of PA and NA, and their interindividual differences and

similarities.

Acknowedgement: We are indepted to Kim Shifren, who allowed the use of her

data set collected at Syracuse University, USA.
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92 Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction

Emotions play an important role in our health and well-being (Tugade et al., 2004;

Grühn et al., 2013; Lewis et al., 2008). Dysregulation of emotions is considered

a central feature in several mental disorders (Houben et al., 2015; Wichers et al.,

2015). As there is a vast range of emotions that are in continuous interplay, the

emotional system is large and complex. To study such a system in detail, an ex-

tensive data set would be needed, with regard to both the number of emotions and

the number of time points observed. Such a data set is extremely hard to collect

and analyze, while the need for long time series increases when more emotions

are considered, as more emotions add complexity to the model, requiring a larger

sample size to estimate the model with reasonable precision. One way to make

this system easier to study, is by decreasing the number of elements, for instance

by summarizing the vast range of emotions in two affects: positive affect (PA) and

negative affect (NA).

In this article we propose a model to study the affect features of PA and NA

using intensive longitudinal measurements of multiple individuals. After this, we

showcase the model using an empirical data set pertaining to intensive longitudinal

data for PA and NA of 12 individuals, with 50 to 71 measurements per person.

While PA indicates enthusiasm, activity and alertness, NA indicates subjective

distress and aversive mood states (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). A well-known

scale to measure PA and NA is the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)

(Watson et al., 1988). The PANAS consists of ten PA (e.g., inspired, excited) and

ten NA emotions (e.g., afraid, hostile), to be rated on a Likert scale of one to

five. The PANAS can be used with different temporal instructions, ranging from

moment (‘right now, that is, at the present moment’) to general (‘in general, that

is, on the average’). This allows for the PA and NA to be measured as both a state

and a trait. From a layman’s perspective PA and NA are often seen as opposites.

In contrast to this view, factor analyses of scores on the PANAS items of different

individuals indicated that levels of PA and NA are uncorrelated across individuals,

and thus can be seen as orthogonal dimensions (Watson et al., 1988). However,

within individuals – across time – levels of PA and NA are not orthogonal, and often

negatively correlated. This insight is obtained from multilevel factor analyses of

data on the PANAS with a short-term temporal instruction (e.g., moment or day)

collected repeatedly across a substantial number of time points among multiple

individuals (Merz & Roesch, 2011; Rush & Hofer, 2014).

Both PA and NA, and the correlation between these, have been the topic of a

large number of studies. PA and NA have been studied on the trait level, relating

PA to extraversion (Lucas & Fujita, 2000), average PA to social events (Lucas,

Le, & Dyrenforth, 2008), and PA and NA to stress and depression (Dua, 1993;

Erbas et al., 2014). Lately, the PANAS is more often used to examine PA and
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NA as states, resulting in studies relating the intensity of affect to stress (Scott

et al., 2014), the affect dynamics to age (Carstensen et al., 2000; Brose et al., 2015)

and the instability of affect with mental disorders (Jahng et al., 2008). When the

PANAS is used as a measure of state instead of a measure of trait, the within-

person dynamics of the affects over time are of vital importance.

To study the dynamics of affect over time, intensive longitudinal time series are

used. Combining the complexity of affect data with the nature of intensive longi-

tudinal data, especially when considering multiple aspects of affect and multiple

individuals, requires an expansive theoretical and modeling framework. Because

affect data is strongly related to emotion data, one may use the framework as

introduced by Kuppens and Verduyn (2015) and extended by Krone, Albers, and

Timmerman (2016b). Per this framework the affects, their dynamics and their

mutual relationships are quantified as affect variability, inertia, cross-lag and in-

tensity. In this chapter, we add to this framework affect co-occurrence, as an

expression of emotional complexity.

Affect variability, inertia, cross-lag and intensity The variability is the

extent to which the intensity of an affect changes across time. To quantify the

variability, one typically uses the within-person variance. It is important to note

that this within-person variance only quantifies the variability over the whole pe-

riod measured. This type of variability may substantially differ from variability

between two consecutive time points (Jahng et al., 2008; Trull, Lane, Koval, &

Ebner-Priemer, 2015). To accommodate for possible differences in within person

variability and innovation variability, we quantify the within person variability as

the within person variance, and the innovation variability as the innovation noise

variance (see Section 6.2 for more details).

Affective inertia refers to the tendency of an affect to retain its status quo,

reflecting the resistance to change (Cook et al., 1995; Suls et al., 1998; Kuppens,

Allen, & Sheeber, 2010). The inertia is quantified via the autoregression of consec-

utive measurements of an affect. Confusingly, this has been incidentally denoted

as the autocorrelation (e.g., Kuppens, Allen, and Sheeber (2010), Kuppens and

Verduyn (2015)). In general, affective inertia is assumed to stay equal over time,

as we do in this chapter. This is not always the case, for example, in threshold

or regime switching models, the autoregression may change as the state changes

(Haan-Rietdijk et al., 2014; Hamaker & Grasman, 2012).

The regulation of emotions, and thus affect, happens partially through feedback-

loops (Gross, 2015; Kuppens & Verduyn, 2015). This is quantified through the

cross-lag regression (Pe & Kuppens, 2012). Analogously to the term autoregres-

sion, it is sometimes mistakenly called the cross-lag correlation (e.g., Kuppens and

Verduyn (2015)). When the cross-lag regression is positive, this is called augmen-

tation: the experience of one affect increases the strength of the other affect on a
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later time point. A negative cross-lag relation is called blunting: the experience of

one affect decreases the strength of the other affect on a later time point.

Affect intensity deals with the average strength with which an affect is experi-

enced over time (Carstensen et al., 2000; Barrett et al., 2001). The affect intensity

may differ between individuals, and also within an individual when considering

various types of affect. We quantify the intensity as the mean score over time

(Kashdan & Farmer, 2014; Erbas et al., 2014).

Affect co-occurrence Affect co-occurrence (Ong & Bergeman, 2004), also known

as poignancy (Carstensen et al., 2000) and covariation (Grühn et al., 2013), ex-

presses to what extent an individual may perceive high levels of PA and NA at

the same time. Affect co-occurrence has been the focus of several studies and

is often seen as an indicator for emotional complexity (Carstensen et al., 2000;

Grühn et al., 2013). Herewith, complexity is expressed by a low co-occurrence,

implying that levels of PA and NA are unrelated. Here we will denote the oppo-

site of co-occurrence, thus experiencing PA and NA as two opposite ends of an

one-dimensional scale as negative co-occurrence.

Co-occurrence is generally quantified as the correlation between PA and NA

across time points (Carstensen et al., 2000; Ong & Bergeman, 2004; Hay & Diehl,

2011). A high, positive correlation indicates a high co-occurrence, a negative

correlation a negative co-occurrence, and a small correlation as low co-occurrence.

Quantified as such, co-occurrence is positively related with psychological resilience

and negatively with psychological stress and neuroticism (Ong & Bergeman, 2004)

and high positive co-occurrence is related with faster recovery from negative affect

(Hay & Diehl, 2011). Across studies, co-occurrences have been found in all three

categories: most studies found negative co-occurrence (Carstensen et al., 2000;

Ready, Carvalho, & Weinberger, 2008; Lucas et al., 2008; Merz & Roesch, 2011),

but positive co-occurrence (Ong & Bergeman, 2004) and co-occurrence close to

zero (Hay & Diehl, 2011) have also been found.

Quantifying co-occurrence via the correlation of PA and NA has the advantage

of using a standardized measure to express the strength of the linear relation-

ship between PA and NA. However, a direct comparison between individuals on

the basis of correlations may be hampered by low within-person variances. Low

within-person variances reduce the size of the absolute correlation (Scott et al.,

2014), which renders the interpretation difficult. Earlier studies shows that us-

ing correlations as opposed to covariances to quantify co-occurrence may seriously

influence the results. For example, where a study using a correlation found a

positive relation between age and co-occurrence (Carstensen et al., 2000), a later

study using covariance found a negative relation between age and co-occurrence

(Brose et al., 2015) which may be explained by the lower variance in PA and NA

found in older individuals (Röcke et al., 2009). Therefore, we quantify the affect
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co-occurrence in terms of both the correlation and the covariance between PA and

NA.

Models Intensive longitudinal PA and NA data are generally bivariate, multi-

individual time series data of limited length, meaning a maximum of 50 to 75 time

points per individual. In the next section we will discuss the vector autoregressive

Bayesian Dynamic Model and explain why this model is very suitable for analyzing

the type of data at hand. Furthermore, we discuss how to quantify the variability,

inertia, cross-lag, intensity and co-occurrence of affect. We proceed by presenting

three model variants for empirical PA and NA data of multiple individuals. We

close with a discussion of the model and its possibilities.

6.2 Bayesian Dynamic Linear Model

The best known model to handle multivariate intensive time series is probably

the vector autoregressive (VAR) model (Tiao & Box, 1981). The VAR model

includes all parameters mentioned in the previous section. While the VAR model

is very useful from a theoretical perspective, the estimation of the traditional

VAR model using maximum likelihood estimation or exact likelihood estimation

can be cumbersome. These methods are build upon strict assumptions, such as

stationarity and invertibility (Kendall & Ord, 1990). Furthermore, because the

extension to more than one individual is complicated computationally, one has

to resort to a separate analysis for each individual. Finally, it cannot deal with

missing data, implying that one needs some sort of imputation to complete the

time series before a VAR analysis on observed data including missings can be

applied (Liu & Molenaar, 2014).

A more flexible approach to model multivariate time series is the state space

model (SSM) (cf. Durbin & Koopman, 2012). The SSM may also be used to

estimate a VAR model. The essential difference between a VAR model and the

SSM is that the SSM allows for the modeling of a latent trend. Furthermore, the

SSM can be used with time series for which the normality assumptions do not hold,

and the inclusion of external variables in the SSM is straightforward. This implies

that the SSM gives a large range of opportunities. However, not all possibilities

are implemented yet. For example, to the best of our knowledge, a maximum

likelihood SSM for time series suffering from missing values and not meeting the

normality assumptions, is lacking so far.

In Krone et al. (2016b), we have created such a model in a Bayesian context,

using the vector autoregressive Bayesian Dynamic Model (VAR-BDM) (West &

Harrison, 1997; Krone et al., 2016b). This model combines the VAR model with

a SSM framework and Bayesian Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation.

This VAR-BDM is capable of handling the typical complexities that occur in affect
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data. Furthermore, the Bayesian framework allows for the inclusion of prior expec-

tations in the model in a natural way. In this chapter, we discuss the VAR-BDM

for bivariate affect data and, as such, present a simplified version of the model

presented in Krone et al. (2016b). This simplified model is suitable for analyzing

the type of bivariate affect data that is common in emotion research.

Notation We denote the observed score Yi,t,n of individual n (n = 1, 2, .., N)

at time t (t = 1, 2, ..., Tn) for affect i (i = 1, 2), where i = 1 correspond to PA

and i = 2 to NA. We use bold font as notation for vectors and matrices, e.g.

Yt,n = [Y1,t,n Y2,t,n] is the vector containing both the PA and NA scores for

individual n at time point t. We denote the variance-covariance matrix of the time

series for individual n by Σn (2× 2).

Link function, observation and system equations A complete VAR-BDM

contains three elements: the link function, the observation equation and the system

equation. The link function is required when it is assumed that the residuals

are not normally distributed, in which case it works similar to the link function

in generalized linear models (Nelder & Wedderburn, 1972; McCullagh & Nelder,

1989). Furthermore, the link function can be used to handle missing data. The

data set we use in this chapter does not contain missing values and we do rely

on the standard assumption of normally distributed residuals. Therefore we will

forgo the link function (i.e. apply the identity link) in this chapter and focus on

the observation equation and the system equation. A BDM with an identity link

function is also referred to as a Dynamic Linear Model (DLM; West & Harrison,

1997).

The observation equation connects the observed score vector Yt,n of individual

n at time t to the latent state vector θt,n:

Yt,n = µn + θt,n + εt,n, εt,n ∼ N(0,Hn), (6.1)

where µn (2 × 1) denotes the mean vector of both affects, θt,n (2 × 1) the latent

variable vector, εt,n (2× 1) the white noise vector and Hn (2× 2) the covariance

matrix of εt,n.

The system equation models the autoregression and cross-lag regressions and

the innovation over time of the latent variable vector θt,n:

θt,n = θt−1,n ×Φn + ηt,n, ηt,n ∼ N(0,Qn), (6.2)

where Φn (2× 2) is the auto/cross-lag regression matrix, ηt,n (2× 1) is the inno-

vation vector and Qn (2× 2) the covariance matrix of the innovation. A graphical

representation of the model expressed in Equations 6.1 and 6.2 for a single indi-

vidual n can be seen in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the model as expressed in Equations 6.1
and 6.2 for a single individual n (subscripts left out for clarity reasons) and i = 1, 2
affects.

Concept Quantification Parameter

innovation variability Innovation of Yi,n Qii,n

within person variability Variance of Yi,n Σii,n

Inertia Autoregression Φii,n

Affective cross-lag Cross-lag regression Φij,n

Intensity Mean estimated score µi,n

Co-occurrence Covariance of Yij,n Σij,n

Correlation of Yij,n Cor(Yij,n)

Table 6.1: Quantification of emotion dynamics features for affect i, in relation to
affect j where applicable, in the notation of Equations 6.1 and 6.2.

For large data sets, one may decide to letHn,Qn and/or Φn be time-dependent

according to some pre-defined structure. However, with time series of lengths

typical in affect research, the amount of data is insufficient for such complex data

structures, which is why we keep these matrices constant over time.

Having defined our BDM-VAR, we can link theory and application for the

affect features. In Table 6.1 we show the quantification of the different features,

using the parameters of the VAR-BDM. The innovation variability is expressed via

Qii,n, and the within person variability for individual n and affect i is expressed

via Σii,n. For individual n, the autoregression of affect i is Φii,n, and the cross-lag

regression is Φij,n for the cross-lagged effect of affect i on affect j. The intensity

for individual n on affect i is the mean µi,n. The co-occurrence is expressed via

the covariance and the correlation of Yi,n and Yj,n. In the next paragraphs, we will

discuss the choice of priors and the identification in and application to empirical
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data.

Priors As any Bayesian model, the VAR-BDM requires priors set by the re-

searcher. If one has strong expectations about the results to be expected, e.g.

based on previous results, one can accomodate these expectations through the

eliciting of the priors. If there is little information on what is to be expected, a

weak informative or non-informative prior may be used (Gelman, Carlin, et al.,

2013). An overview of methods for eliciting priors is provided by Garthwaite,

Kadane, and O’Hagan (2005), the priors we choose in this chapter are motivated

in Section 6.3.2.

Model convergence The VAR-BDM presented here is a fairly complex model.

This may lead to estimation problems due to too little data in comparison to the

complexity of the model, or to identification issues, where more than one solution

fits the model (almost) equally well. Both of these will result in non-convergence,

which implies that the estimation procedure has failed to find a single, optimal

solution.

To check the convergence of a model, we can use the potential scale reduction

factor, R̂, and visual inspection of a trace plot. The R̂ shows the ratio of the

maximum expected change in a parameter when the number of iterations is dou-

bled; an (ideal) value of 1 indicates that no change is expected (Gelman & Rubin,

1992; Stan Development Team, 2016). A trace plot shows the Bayesian Monte

Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) estimates for each parameter at each iteration. At

convergence, the estimates over iterations are highly similar across chains, except

at the fringe.

Model selection To compare model variants, it is advisable to use a combi-

nation of two strategies. First, the model variants can be compared using the

estimated parameters or the noise, to see which parameters show the most prefer-

able properties. For example, the white noise and innovation variance are preferred

to be small, indicating a proper model fit. This may also be assessed by comparing

the error between the observed and estimated scores, also known as white noise,

between the different models. On the other hand, model parameters which are

close to zero may be superfluous, thereby unnecessary complicating the model.

Second, global fit criteria may be used, which generally combine the log-

likelihood and number of parameters of model for the used data set. The Watanabe-

Akaike Information Criterion (WAIC) closely follows the Bayesian methods, as it

takes into account the whole posterior distribution as opposed to just the point

estimates used in the Aikake information criterion and the Bayesian information

criterion (Gelman, Hwang, & Vehtari, 2013). This makes the WAIC the most

suitable information criterion for comparing VAR-BDM variants. As for any in-
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formation criterion, smaller values of the WAIC indicate a better fit. Two models

can be compared by calculating the difference in WAIC and the corresponding

standard error (Gelman, Hwang, & Vehtari, 2013).

6.2.1 Model estimation

The models are estimated using Bayesian MCMC estimation. For the MCMC esti-

mates we use Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), a generalization of the Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) that allows for an

efficient estimation of the parameters (Gelman, Carlin, et al., 2013). This is in-

corporated in the software RStan (Stan Development Team, 2015; R Core Team,

2015). For the calculation of the WAIC we use the package ’loo’ for the program

R (Vehtari et al., 2015).

6.3 Empirical study

To illustrate the bivariate VAR-BDM, we reanalyze data from twelve individuals

who completed the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson et

al., 1988) questionnaire on a daily basis for 53 to 70 consecutive days (Shifren,

Hooker, Wood, & Nesselroade, 1997). These individuals were all diagnosed with

Parkinson’s disease and between 59 and 81 years of age (Mean = 68.75, SD = 7.24)

at the time. The PANAS consists of 20 items, which make up two scales: positive

affect (PA) and negative affect (NA). Each item is rated on a Likert scale from

1 to 5, giving a range of 10 to 50 for both PA and NA. We use three variants of

the bivariate VAR-BDM to analyze the PA and NA, after which we compare the

models and interpret the results.

6.3.1 Models

The three models used in this chapter are defined through the observation and

system equation of the VAR-BDM, as discussed in Section 6.2.

Model 1 Model 1 is the vector-autoregressive lag 1 model as expressed in Equa-

tions 6.1 and 6.2. Inclusion of the white noise next to the innovation error improves

the estimation of the autoregression (Schuurman et al., 2015). However, it may

also introduce estimation issues due to the extra complexity introduced in the

model. To allow for the inclusion of white noise without raising estimation issues,

we set Hn, the variance-covariance matrix of the white noise, equal to the identity

matrix for all measured time points.
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Figure 6.2: The observed scores on PA and NA for all individuals

Model 2 In Model 2 we add a weekly cycle to see whether we find an effect

of day of the week in our sample. Earlier studies found evidence for a weekly

cycle in mood data (e.g., Larsen & Kasimatis, 1990; Egloff, Tausch, Kohlmann,

& Krohne, 1995; Harvey et al., 2015). However it is questionable whether this is

indeed experienced or due to bias in expectancy and remembering (Areni, 2008;

Croft & Walker, 2001). For Model 2, the observation equation remains equal to

the one in Model 1, but an autoregressive element with lag 7 is added to the system

equation:

θt,n = θt−1,n ×Φ1,n + θt−7,n ×Φ2,n + ηt,n, ηt,n ∼ N(0,Qn), (6.3)

where Φ1,n (2×2) is the auto/cross-lag regression matrix for lag 1 and Φ2,n (2×2)

is the auto/cross-lag regression matrix for lag 7.

Model 3 For Model 3 we add a moving average parameter to the white noise.

Earlier studies showed that the noise in time series data is often not independent

between moments (Goldstein et al., 1994; Goldstein, 2011). Therefore, adding a

moving average parameter, i.e., an autoregression of the noise, may improve the

model fit. The system equation is equal to the one of Model 1. The moving average

element is added to the observation equation:

yt,n = µn + θt,n + εt−1,nΨn + εt,n, εt,n ∼ N(0, I), (6.4)

where Ψn(2× 2) is a diagonal matrix holding the moving average parameters.

6.3.2 Priors

We have to set the priors for µn, Qn, and for the elements of Φ·,n and Ψn. For

the parameter µn, we set a normal prior with mean 25 and standard deviation 15,

allowing for posterior means in the whole range of the possible values of PA and NA
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Figure 6.3: R̂ scores for all parameters per model.

while still allowing for an emphasis on the lower scores, as found in a histogram

of all observed values in Y·,·,· (see Figure 6.2). The prior of the autoregression

parameters Φ·,n and Ψn is set to a symmetrized reference prior (Berger & Yang,

1994), which needs no hyperparameters. For the covariance matrix we used a

LKJ-correlation prior for the correlation matrix, combined with a Cauchy(0,2.5)

prior for the scale parameter.

6.4 Results

As a visual aid when discussing our results, we use violin plots, which display

the individual values through dots and a corresponding smoothed density through

the colored area. Where possible, the variables are connected by lines for each

individual, showing the relations of the estimations between different models or

between different variables.

To express the relations between parameters across individuals, we use Spear-

man’s rank correlation coefficient. The computed correlations will be accompanied

by Bayes Factors (BFs) as calculated with the method discussed by Wetzels and

Wagenmakers (2012). Throughout, we will report only the BF01 values, simply

denoted by BF. The BF10 values can be found by taking the reciprocal. For each

of these correlations, a BF below 1 is relative evidence for the null hypothesis of

zero correlation versus the two-sided alternative. When a BF is between 0.33 and

3.00, the evidence for either H0 or H1 is considered merely anecdotal.

6.4.1 Convergence

The model convergence is assessed by the R̂ and the trace plot of the parameters.

As can be seen in Figure 6.3, the convergence differs strongly between the three

models. Where Models 1 and 2 show a maximum R̂ of 1.19 and 1.27 respectively,

Model 3 shows a maximum R̂ of 21. It is remarkable that the nine highest R̂ values

found for Model 3 are from parameters of Individual 5, as are the two highest R̂
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Figure 6.4: Individual scores for (A) innovation variability per model and (B)
within person variability for PA and NA.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Innovation variability 0.51(0.91) 0.51(0.91) 0.53(1.05)
Inertia -0.25(0.29) -0.09(0.22) -0.16(0.24)
Cross-lag 0.52(0.96) 0.48(0.77) 0.67(3.72)
Intensity -0.20(0.26) -0.54(1.11) -0.26(0.30)

Table 6.2: Spearman’s correlation between estimated parameters for positive and
negative affect with the Bayes factor in parentheses

values for Model 2. The highest R̂ for any other individual in Model 3 is 1.22.

This suggest that for Individual 5 Model 3 is not identified, and Model 2 is only

just identified. The trace plots confirm these results. As for all models, at least

90% of the R̂ is below 1.10, and since we are working with complicated data and

models we consider the convergence of the models acceptable.

6.4.2 Affect measures

Affect variability The innovation variability, as denoted by the innovation vari-

ance Qii,n, is shown in Figure 6.4, panel (A). When following the lines between the

individuals Qii,n per model, it is clear that the different models estimate similar

values of Qii,n. Further, PA shows a much smaller range of innovation variance

than NA does. In Table 6.2, the innovation variability correlation (i.e., the corre-

lation between the innovation variances of PA and NA) is presented for the three

models. As can be seen, the innovation variability correlation shows a trend to-

wards a positive correlation, although the BF indicates anecdotal for evidence for

both H0 (Model 1 and 2) and H1 (Model 3) .

The within person variability is the variance of the time series, and hence does

not depend on the specific model considered. As can be seen in panel (B) of Figure

6.4, the variances of PA and NA are about similarly distributed. The correlation

between the variances of the two affects across individuals is 0.72 (BF = 6.93),
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Figure 6.5: Individual scores for affect inertia and affective cross-lag for PA and
NA.

giving substantial evidence for a positive correlation. It is noteworthy that the

outlier towards higher values for the variances is the same individual as the outlier

towards higher values for innovation variances for PA and NA.

Affect inertia The inertia, or the tendency to retain status quo, is expressed

through the autoregression and displayed in panel (A) of Figure 6.5. In gen-

eral, the autoregression is slightly higher for PA than for NA in all three models.

The Figure clearly demonstrates large differences between individuals: nearly the

whole positive range [0, 1] for these correlations is covered. Further, the individual

autoregressions for PA are focused in the upper range, while the individual au-

toregressions of NA are more evenly distributed. In Table 6.3 it can be seen that

for most individuals the 95% credible interval (CrI) of the autoregression does not

include zero, giving evidence that an effect is indeed present for most individuals.

In Table 6.2, it can be seen that the correlation between the autoregressions of PA

and NA across individuals show a slight trend towards a negative correlation. The

associated BF for all models indicate substantial evidence for a zero correlation.

For both PA and NA, several individuals show different estimated autoregressions

in the different models, indicating that this parameter is influenced by the inclusion

of a seasonal or moving average effect.

Affect cross-lag The cross-lag regression is shown in panel (B) of Figure 6.5,

where positive values express augmentation and negative values express blunting

effects over time. The cross-lag effect for NA on PA differs greatly across individ-

uals, with values between −0.87 and 0.59 across the different models. As can be

seen, the cross-lag regression for the lagged effect of PA on NA is mostly centered
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Negative affect Positive affect
Negative affect Positive affect on positive affect on negative affect

Elements of Φ1,n

Model 1 9 10 3 3
Model 2 8 10 3 2
Model 3 8 9 3 3

Elements of Φ2,n

Model 2 1 0 0 0

Elements of Ψn

Model 3 0 0

Table 6.3: Number of individuals for whom the 95% CrI of the estimated parameter
excludes zero.
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Figure 6.6: Individual scores for intensity for PA and NA.

around zero, with two negative outliers. For both cross-lag effects, the 95% CrI

includes zero for at least nine out of twelve individuals, as shown in Table 6.3. As

can be seen in Table 6.2, the correlations between the two cross-lag effects over

individuals are positive, with for Model 1 and 2 anecdotal evidence in favor of a

zero correlation between the two cross-lag effects, and for Model 3 substantial ev-

idence in favor of a positive correlation. It is noteworthy that the individual with

the highest augmenting cross-lag regression of NA on PA shows also the highest

augmenting cross-lag regression for PA on NA.

Affect Intensity The intensity, expressed as the posterior estimated mean, is

shown in Figure 6.6. In general, a higher mean is found for PA than for NA.

The posterior estimated mean shows some differences between the models, where

Model 1 and 3 are more in concurrence with each other than either is with Model

2. As can be seen in Table 6.2, the correlation between the means of PA and NA is

slightly negative, with substantial evidence in favor of a zero correlation for Model

1 and 3, and anecdotal evidence for a negative correlation in Model 2.
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Figure 6.7: Individual scores for seasonality and moving average for PA and NA.

Affect co-occurrence The co-occurrence is expressed as the correlation or co-

variance between the time series. These measures are independent of the model

considered, as with the within person variability. As can be seen in panel (B) of

Figure 6.6 with the left axis for correlation and the right for covariation, the co-

occurrence is negative for almost all individuals. The correlation between two the

co-occurrence measures is rather high as expected, at 0.95 with a BF of 22913.63,

giving decisive evidence for the presence of a non-zero correlation.

Seasonality In Model 2, we included a seasonality parameter Φ2,n, indicating

a weekly cycle. In this parameter we allowed both an autoregression, indicating

inertia, and a cross-lag regression, indicating augmenting and blunting. As can

be seen in panel (A) of Figure ??, the autoregression is around zero for most

individuals. The correlation between the individuals’ autoregression for NA and

PA is −0.52 (BF = 0.96). The cross-lag regression is more spread out, especially

for the lagged effect of NA on PA. For almost all individuals, the estimated 95%

CrI of all elements of Φ2,n included zero, as shown in Table 6.3. The correlation

between the cross-lag of NA on PA and of PA on NA for lag 7 is 0.03 (BF = 0.21),

giving substantial evidence in favor of H0.

Moving average In Model 3 we included a moving average parameter, to ac-

count for a possible correlation in white noise. As can be seen in panel (B) of Figure

??, the posterior mean for this moving average parameter is generally small, with

only three values larger than |0.05|. For all twelve individuals, the 95% CrI of

the moving average parameter for both PA and NA includes zero, as can be seen

in Table 6.3, indicating that it is questionable whether this effect indeed differs

from zero for most individuals. The correlation between the individuals’ moving

average parameter for NA and PA is 0.49 (BF = 0.80).
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6.4.3 Model comparison

We used three different models for the analysis, which we compare using the ab-

solute error, innovation noise and the WAIC.

Absolute error As we set the white noise variance to one for each model, we

cannot compare these across models. As an alternative, we use the absolute error.

The absolute error is calculated as the absolute value of the εt,n as defined in

Equation 6.1. Table 6.4 lists the mean absolute errors (MAE) for the three models.

Whereas Model 1 and Model 2 have quite similar MAE, Model 3 shows a lower

MAE, indicating a better model fit. A paired t-test between Model 1 and Model

2 on the absolute error, gives a BF of 0.16, substantial evidence in favor of H0,

indicating no difference between the two variables. However, when performing a

paired t-test on the absolute error between Model 1 and Model 3, a BF of 62, 955.55

is given, giving decisive evidence for a difference between the two variables, for

Model 2 and Model 3 a BF of 101.06 is obtained, also indicative of decisive evidence

in favor of a difference.

Innovation variance Where the absolute error indicates the noise in the ob-

servation equation, the innovation variance is indicative of the noise in the system

equation. When comparing the innovation noise of the three models, as done in

Section 6.4.2, we see small but consistent differences between the models. In gen-

eral the innovation variance for Model 3 is slightly higher than for Model 1 and 2,

both for PA and for NA. This may be an indication that Model 3 shows a better

estimation of the parameters in the observation equation, being µn and Θn, but

not necessarily a better estimation of the parameters in the system equation, being

Φn.

WAIC For each of the models, the WAIC is reported in Table 6.4. The WAIC is

based on the loglikelihood of the full model, which is the sum of the loglikelihood

for the observation and system equation in the VAR-BDM. Models 1 and 2 are

comparable with regard to fit, with a difference in WAIC of 28.5 (standard er-

ror(SE) = 21.4). Model 3 shows the best fit of the three models, with a difference

in WAIC with Model 1 of 1016.2 (SE = 144.0) and Model 2 of 1045.4 (SE = 144.0).

As the model comparison of both the mean absolute error and the WAIC point

to Model 3 as the best fitting model, we use this model to assess the relations

between the parameters.

6.4.4 Relations between parameters

Using the parameter estimates of Model 3, we can consider the relations between

the estimated parameters. As can be seen in Table 6.5, four out of the 12 corre-
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Model MAE (SE) WAIC (SE)

Model 1 0.44 (0.03) 13,179.6 (121.6)
Model 2 0.41 (0.03) 13,208.6 (122.8)
Model 3 0.32 (0.04) 12,163.3 (194.7)

Table 6.4: Mean absolute error (MAE) and WAIC per model.

Positive affect

Negative affect
Innovation Within person Inertia Intensity

Innovation variabil-
ity

0.91 (766.15) 0.15 (0.24) 0.68 (4.04)

Within person vari-
ability

0.85 (97.53) 0.32 (0.36) 0.74 (9.43)

Inertia 0.17 (0.25) 0.35 (0.40) 0.43 (0.58)
Intensity -0.12 (0.23) 0.12 (0.23) 0.39 (0.48)

Table 6.5: Spearman’s correlation between parameters for negative affect (upper
triangle) and positive affect (upper triangle), with the accompanying BF in paren-
theses.

lations for both PA and NA between the measures show only anecdotal evidence

towards either H0 or H1. Four show substantial evidence towards H0, three for PA

and one for NA. That is, for PA, the correlations between innovation variability

on the one hand and inertia and intensity on the other hand, and the correlation

between within person variability and the intensity, show substantial evidence to-

wards H0. For NA, the correlation between inertia and innovation variability shows

substantial evidence for H0.

Substantial evidence in favor of H1 is found for the correlations between the

intensity for NA on the one hand, and the innovation and within person variability

for NA on the other. The correlation between intensity and variability for NA

may be related to the fact that the intensity is generally lower for NA, generating

a floor effect which keeps the variability low for those who score low on NA.

For PA, very strong evidence is found for a correlation between short and within

person variability. For NA, decisive evidence is found for a correlation between

innovation and within person variability. The correlations between within person

and innovation variability for both PA and NA confirm that these are two related

aspects.

A correlation between co-occurrence and cross-lag regression may be present,

as both deal with the relation between the two affects. Since the covariance is

strongly influenced by the variance, we use the correlation as measure for co-

occurrence here. The correlation between the contemporary correlation of PA and

NA, and the cross-lag effect of NA on PA is 0.67 (BF = 3.72), for the cross-lag
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effect of PA on NA the correlation is 0.85 (BF = 80.10). This implies that the

contemporary and lagged relations between PA and NA may not be independent

of each other.

6.4.5 Conclusion

The results indicate that the best fitting model is Model 3, which includes the

moving average parameter. This is in line with the assumption that the white noise

of a time series is often autocorrelated. However, Model 3 may not be identified

for all time series, as shown for Individual 5. We found that the difference in

variability between PA and NA is small, with a lower variability for NA than for

PA. The inertia is, on average, slightly higher for PA than for NA and the cross-lag

effect of PA on NA is smaller than the effect of NA on PA. The intensity is higher

for PA than for NA and the co-occurrence is negative for almost all individuals.

The seasonality shows small auto- and cross-lag regressions in most cases, and does

not improve model fit. Adding a moving average parameter improves the model

strongly, even though only some individuals show a moving average parameter

larger than 0.05.

6.5 Discussion

In this chapter we discuss the application of the vector autoregressive Bayesian

dynamic model (VAR-BDM) to positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA) data.

Using this VAR-BDM on the bivariate affect data, we can estimate innovation

variability, within person variability, inertia, cross-lag, intensity and co-occurrence

of PA and NA. In the empirical application, we compared three model variants

for an empirical intensive longitudinal data set of twelve subjects on positive and

negative affect. Model 1 was an AR(1) model, for Model 2 we added a weekly cycle

to the AR(1) model, and for Model 3 we included a moving average parameter for

the white noise.

The PANAS has been studied thoroughly (e.g., Hay & Diehl, 2011; Ong &

Bergeman, 2004; Merz & Roesch, 2011), but not yet with a model as complete as

done in this chapter. The multisubject, bivariate analysis encompassing several

features of the PANAS allows for a complete study of the dynamics of PA and

NA. In this way, we contribute to the analysis of emotional complexity, of which

co-occurrence of PA and NA is often deemed to be an important part (e.g., Barrett

et al., 2001; Grühn et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2014).

We compared three models differing in complexity. When comparing the mod-

els, the effect of the weekly cycle as used in Model 2, does not improve the model

fit. This is in concurrence with the theory that there is no observable weekday

effect (Areni, 2008; Croft & Walker, 2001), even though this may be perceived
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in hindsight, or anticipated. The moving average parameter added to the AR(1)

model in Model 3, does significantly improve model fit. This is in concurrence with

the theory that the white noise in intensive longitudinal data is not independent

over time, but is often autocorrelated (Goldstein et al., 1994).

As earlier studies focus on the relation of PA and NA with other factors,

such as age (e.g., Carstensen et al., 2000; Hay & Diehl, 2011; Ong & Berge-

man, 2004), there is very little material to compare our results to. One aspect

that has been studied, is the co-occurrence. However, the results with regard to

this differ strongly across studies. In earlier studies, negative correlations, no cor-

relation or even a positive correlation was found for the combination of PA and

NA (Carstensen et al., 2000; Hay & Diehl, 2011; Ong & Bergeman, 2004). We

found negative co-occurrence for all but one individual.

With our model, we strive to add to the research on affect dynamics, and to aid

further research. The model allows for the analysis of large data sets containing

bivariate PA and NA measurements, but also for the analysis of small data sets.

When the PANAS is used, results from different studies using this model are com-

parable for all features mentioned, i.e., the variability, inertia, cross-lag, intensity

and co-occurrence. Further more, the flexibility of the model allows for inclusion

of external variables on any of the used parameters (e.g., Krone et al., 2016c).

In this chapter we aim at a complete study of the structure of the PANAS,

using a flexible and complete model. One issue that arises, is that our chosen

model is not identifiable for all possible data sets, as shown by the convergence

issues pertaining Individual 5. This may be an indication that it is important to

find a fitting model for each individual, or accept a less well fitting model that is

identifiable for all. The latter would be, in this case, the VAR-BDM with only an

AR(1) parameter we used as Model 1. A future study may focus on the difference

in model fit between different individuals. This may be linked to external variables,

such as age, gender or stress levels.

The VAR-BDM we propose is time independent, meaning that all variables are

assumed to be equal over time. As former studies established that the dynamics

may be dependent on stress (Scott et al., 2014), age (Carstensen et al., 2000) and

other external factors, it may be beneficial to allow the model to change over time.

This can be done by making parameters dependent on external variables, or by

applying treshold or regime switching models (Haan-Rietdijk et al., 2014; Hamaker

& Grasman, 2012). These models allow for different latent state, each with their

own parameters. However, it should be taken into account that for each latent

state a number of observations is needed to estimate the added parameters.
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